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to review all current guidelines and
future revisions of the guidelines.
Review of the GSEs’ current guidelines
therefore will involve analyses by the
GSEs followed by Secretarial review and
comment. The GSEs’ analyses of the
current guidelines will occur for the
first time, under this regulation, as part
of the Business Practices Analysis. The
regulations require that before
instituting a revision, the GSE must
certify that after reasonable evaluation
and analysis, the GSE has determined in
good faith that to the best of its
knowledge the change will not be
discriminatory.

The Secretary will provide comments
and recommendations for changes to
guidelines and revisions to ensure
consistency with the Fair Housing Act.
If a GSE does not make such changes or
otherwise resolve comments to the
satisfaction of the Secretary, the
Secretary may take action under the Fair
Housing Act.

In addition to requiring an analysis of
the GSEs’ business practices as a means
of effectuating fair lending, the
Secretary seeks comment concerning
whether the GSEs should be required to
develop a fair lending plan to identify
and address impediments to fair
housing and fair lending in the primary
market. Lending discrimination remains
a pervasive and persistent problem in
the mortgage industry. The Secretary
seeks comment on the following
questions:

(1) Should the GSEs be required to
prepare a fair lending plan?

(2) Could a fair lending plan offer new
ways to lead the primary lending market
in eradicating discrimination? If so,
how?

(3) What are the appropriate
components of such a plan? and

(4) How would the plan effectuate fair
housing/fair lending objectives?

Submission of Information to Assist the
Secretary

The GSEs are required to submit
information and data to the Secretary to
assist in investigating whether any
mortgage lender with which the GSE
does business has failed to comply with
the Fair Housing Act or ECOA.141 The
regulation requires that the GSEs: (a)
Respond to a specific Secretarial request
for information on a particular lender or
lenders; (b) provide information when
the GSE becomes aware of a
questionable activity by a lender; and (c)
develop and provide data that could be
generated by GSE data systems, e.g.,
relating data on census tracts to lender
mortgage sales. When investigating the

practices of a particular lender, GSE
data could provide the Secretary useful
information on lending patterns of that
lender and other lenders in the same
area.

The Secretary invites the GSEs and
the public to provide comments on
additional information that the GSEs
could usefully gather on lenders for the
Secretary’s review in connection with
the enforcement of the Fair Housing
Act.

Submission of Information by the
Secretary to the GSEs

The Secretary will obtain information
from Federal, State, and local
enforcement agencies with information
regarding violations of ECOA, the Fair
Housing Act, or State and local anti-
discrimination laws. The Secretary will
provide this information to the GSEs.
Such information may indicate
violations of the GSEs’ underwriting
guidelines and/or representations or
certifications from lenders. The specific
nature of the violation information to be
obtained by the Secretary and the
procedures for referral applicable to
Federal financial regulators will be
governed by memoranda of
understanding entered into between the
Secretary and such regulators. The
Secretary shall also consult with such
regulators on the nature of the
information to be provided to the GSEs.
The Secretary is particularly sensitive to
ensuring that only relevant and legally
appropriate information—considering
financial privacy and other pertinent
matters—is obtained and provided to
the GSEs under this provision. Although
other provisions of the Act and
regulations described below allow the
Secretary to direct sanctions against
lenders found to discriminate,142 these
information dissemination provisions
neither directly nor indirectly require
actions by the GSEs based upon
violation information provided by the
Secretary. The regulations merely
provide that the GSEs may take
appropriate action under their
procedures based on information
provided by HUD concerning lender
violations of the Fair Housing Act or
ECOA, i.e., the GSEs, in their discretion,
may choose to take action against
lenders based on violations of binding
contractual arrangements with the GSEs
forbidding discrimination.

Remedial Actions
The Secretary is required to direct the

GSEs to take remedial actions—
including suspension, probation,
reprimand, or settlement—against

lenders which have been found to have
engaged in discriminatory lending
practices in violation of the Fair
Housing Act and ECOA following
appropriate proceedings.143

For purposes of remedial action, a
lender will have been found to have
violated ECOA only after a final
determination on the matter has been
made by an appropriate United States
District Court or any other court of
competent jurisdiction. A lender will
have been found to have violated the
Fair Housing Act only after a final
determination on the matter has been
made by a District Court, a HUD
Administrative Law Judge, or the
Secretary. Based on such violations, the
Secretary shall direct the GSE to take
remedial action(s) under this section.
Prior to the date the action is to be
imposed, the lender may request and, if
the request is timely filed, will be
entitled to a hearing before a HUD
Administrative Law Judge; such hearing
shall be limited to review of the
appropriateness of the proposed
remedial action only. The determination
on the underlying violation will not be
subject to review at the hearing.

To ensure regulatory coordination and
avoid any unnecessary regulatory
burden, the Secretary will be required
under the proposed regulation, prior to
directing any remedial actions under
this section, to solicit and fully consider
the views of the particular lender’s
Federal financial regulator concerning
the action or actions contemplated.
Views will be solicited and considered
in accordance with the foregoing
memoranda of understanding between
the Secretary and such regulators. The
regulations address the lenders’ due
process rights and factors that the
Secretary may consider in determining
an appropriate action. The Act
empowers the Director of OFHEO to
enforce violations of section 1325 by the
GSEs. Potential violations are to be
referred to the Director by the Secretary.

The Fair Housing Act

The Secretary’s regulatory authority
under section 1325 of the Act is in
addition to the Secretary’s
responsibilities under the Fair Housing
Act 144 and Executive Order 12,892.145

The Fair Housing Act requires that the
Secretary administer all HUD programs
and activities relating to housing and
urban development (which would
include GSE oversight responsibilities)
so as ‘‘to affirmatively further’’ the


